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Stainless Steel 300kg/h Easy Operating Hard
Candy Making Equipment
Specifications :
Payment Terms

L/C T/T Western Union
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Detail Introduction :
Hard Candy Making Equipment
Hard Candy Machine is developed by adopting an advanced production process. It is designed for
the continuous production of hard candy of various shapes, strictly following hygienic requirements.
The high degree of automation not only produces hard candy with stable quality and a beautiful
appearance but also saves most of the labor, material, and space, thus reducing the production costs
of food processing enterprises.

Role of Hard Candy Press Machine components.
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Mixer

Sandwich pot

Fixed sandwich pot rotor pump

Role of Hard Candy Equipment components.
By rapid stirring, the air is allowed to enter the sugar paste, causing it to turn white and
reduce its specific gravity. The mixed sugar is heated to boiling in water to obtain the
maximum concentration of the solution so that the sugar is completely dissolved and
mixed molecule to molecule with the syrup which has anti-sanding properties. Because of
the high temperature of the open fire, the syrup attached to the wall is easily scorched and
the sugar solution turns yellow, so in the saccharification, a mixer is needed to stir
constantly.
The pot body is composed of a cylindrical stainless steel inner cylinder head, forming a
heat transfer sandwich. The outside is packed with stainless steel polishing, and the
surface is beautiful and generous. The melted sugar solution and cold water are placed
inside the sandwich pot, and steam is passed into the sandwich layer for heating and
melting purposes. The pipe connected with the mezzanine is equipped with a pressure
gauge into the safety valve to measure the pressure in the mezzanine and to ensure safe
production.
Consists of rotor pump shell, rotor, and material to be conveyed.The rotor reverses
synchronously, generates vacuum suction at the inlet, and draws in the material to be
conveyed. The clearance between the rotor and the pump shell is small, which is suitable
for the long-distance conveyance of sugar liquid.

Main features of Hard Candy Making Equipment.
1. Multi-purpose, suitable for pouring hard candy, pear paste candy, pear paste lollipop, gel fudge,
toffee, and all kinds of pouring and molding types of candy.
2. Compact structure, stable performance, convenient control.
3. The pouring quantity can be selected, and the running speed can be steplessly adjusted according
to the need.
4. Equipped with an automatic mold tracking detection device to stop pouring automatically when
there is no mold.
5. Adopt the control principle of program setting, which makes the pouring machine more stable and
accurate in the operation process.
6. The working power is compressed air, the whole working environment is hygienic and clean, which
meets the production requirements of food hygiene.
Hard Candy Making Machine manufacturer advantages.
1

Hard Candy Maker Machine advantages.
Factory direct sales to ensure timely delivery. Development, production, sales, and service in one
enterprise, with a strong technical force and production capacity.
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Production link strict control to ensure quality. From raw material procurement to finished product
production, quality testing quality control. High-quality strength suppliers, all with high stability and
durability.
Strong development and manufacturing capacity to meet customized needs. Years of market
practice, so we feel the diversified needs of today's market for hard candy, so we rely on
professional speak, rely on quality to sell, rely on the brand to occupy the market, rely on service
to win favor.
The attitude is reflected in the details. According to your drawings and use scenarios, Small Hard
Candy Making Machine Price budget provides different styles and other options. 7*24 hours
online service, fast response to your service needs.

Hard Candy Making Equipment is manufactured by us through personalized design and has won
universal praise from customers all over the world for its superior quality and our considerate service.
We will continue to adhere to the tenet of excellent quality, customer first and credit-oriented, and
serve every customer wholeheartedly, looking forward to cooperating with you!
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